
Call within the next
120 days and get

GUARANTEED
refrigerant pricing*

until 6/30/02!

*On R11, R22, R123 
& R134 refrigerants

W
hy?  For starters, that’s our focus — Hudson Technologies is positioned in your local

service area to respond to emergency situations anytime, anywhere, whether the need

is for online or offline service. We have highly trained personnel and unique equipment

that is specifically designed to handle both the toughest and routine jobs, faster and more 

effectively than anyone else.

We specialize in providing online and offline decontamination solutions to these chiller problems:

Water: Wet refrigerant and flooded chillers

Oil: Excess oil and conversions 

Particulate: Tubes and systems components, residue on chiller piping and components
and hermetic motor burnouts 

Our experience in handling emergencies is unmatched. Over the past three years, Hudson, work-
ing collaboratively with contractors, has performed more than 2,100 emergency refrigerant-side
jobs, generating an estimated $7 million in emergency services revenues for the contractors. OEMs 
and independent contractors give the following reasons for working with Hudson when faced with
emergencies and difficult refrigerant-related challenges:

“Drive costs out of handling emergency situations; the savings are passed right to your bottom line.”

“Hudson’s tailored solutions, speed and efficiency guarantees, online, offline and hybrid solutions
for even the most difficult situations.”

“New source of revenue with no investment of overhead, i.e., equipment or labor.”

“Additional money-making service opportunities not covered by PM contracts.”

“Improved budgeting and planning for emergency situations.”

“No need to pull away valuable skilled manpower from other profitable business.”

Use Hudson Technologies for Emergency Service work, such as decontaminations, reclamations and recoveries, within
the next 120 days and get GUARANTEED* refrigerant pricing until June 30th, 2002. Check one or more boxes below, drop
it in the mail and a Hudson Technologies Account Executive in your area will contact you. For immediate information and
service call 1-800-501-4376. To learn more about Hudson Technologies visit us online at www.hudsontech.com.

r Hudson’s Emergency Services and Refrigerants Price Guarantee Offer
r General information about Hudson Technologies products and services
r Water: wet refrigerant and flooded chillers
r Oil: excess oil and conversions
r Particulate: tubes and components, residue on piping and components, motor burnouts
r Chemical contamination

Name ___________________________________________ Company _________________________________________

Address ___________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone ____________________________________________ Email ___________________________________________

*On R11, R22, R123 & R134 refrigerants

EMERGENCY!
When you hear this word uttered
and it involves a chiller and refrig-
erant, buy some quick peace of
mind by calling Hudson. Think of
us as your “911” partner for 
outsourced emergency services
such as chiller decontaminations.

SAVE EXTRA WHEN YOU USE HUDSON
TECHNOLOGIES’ EMERGENCY SERVICE

About Hudson Technologies: Hudson Technologies is focused on refrigerant-side services and provides these services directly to end-user customers
and as an outsourced provider to OEMs and independent HVAC contractors. We operate 13 service depot locations throughout the country, which give us service
coverage coast to coast. Since 1991, Hudson Technologies has gained an industry leadership position in Chiller Chemistry™ and engineering and chemistry-based
solutions for handling refrigerant-related chiller problems. Chiller Chemistry™ is a term which encompasses the study of all working fluids of a chiller, the effect of
specific contaminants and their corresponding effect on chiller performance.

Our proprietary equipment and processes set Hudson Technologies apart. We hold six patents and six patent-pendings on our equipment and processes. The 
benefits are the ability to deliver better efficiencies, less time to get the job done and the guarantee that it gets done right in the first place. In short, our services
help you to better meet tight budgets and avoid unforeseen or unplanned emergency situations. 

Hudson Technologies is a publicly traded company (NASDAQ: HDSN) and headquartered in Pearl River, New York.

Call 800-501-4376 today!
Fax: (845) 512-6070

Email: info@hudsontech.com




